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Floor Dry® against water damage, damp concrete, radon, emissions

Floor Dry® guarantees customer satisfaction
- We were back in action just
two weeks after the flood. Really
nice to avoid months of
plastic sheeting.
With Floor Dry® we are able to restore
floors immediately after water damage.
The system dries the floor while
you enjoy business as usual.

- It was the plastic carpet that
caused the bad smell but now we
are back in fresh premises again
after only ten days.
Floor Dry® is such a safe system that we
can guarantee the result even if you don't
remove the damaged glue - saves you both
time and money.

- Now the basement has fresh air
and we can start using it as we
first planned.
Floor Dry® takes care of damp concrete and
mould equally efficiently on walls as on floors.
No ventilated bases to maintain, only one
small filter and a quiet fan.

Floor Dry® has been installed successfully since 1992. Among our customers
you will find large companies like SKANSKA, Vasakronan, Riksbyggen, insurance
companies and municipalities as well as house/tenement owners.

Floor Dry® succeeds where others fail!

The air is taken through
a filter, spread by a
dividing tube and flows
through the channels to
the fan.

? How?

A canalized membrane creates a distance between the damp concrete and the organic floor.
Together with the FloorDry® spreading tube a completely sealed system is created. The air is
taken in one corner through a filter and in the opposite corner a fan is connected. The air cannot
take the shortest way to the fan and there is no risk for air whirls or dust-full ventilated bases.
FloorDry® guarantees a problem free airflow in 100% of the surface.
FloorDry® is compatible with all types of floor construction. Thanks to its slender design - 5mm - it
does not noticeably effect the original floor height. Mostly you don't even have to cut the doors.
The mechanically ventilated system works equally well on floors, walls, ceilings and in wet rooms.

! It works!

The Floor Dry® method is approved by the Swedish SITAC and is regularly controlled by SP, Swedish
National Testing and Research Institute. Every project is tested and documented in accordance with
an approved quality system. Reference projects using Floor Dry® are found all over Sweden with a
record from 1992, from small rooms to large buildings - always with the same outstanding result.
Floor Dry® succeeds where others fail!

+ Advantages
* Floor Dry® gives guaranteed results.

* Quick installation.

* Floor Dry® is based on simple physical laws.

* Be back two weeks after water damage.

* Against damp, radon gas, indoor related issues.

* Competitive pricing.

* Building height 5mm.

* Floor Dry® works in wet rooms.

* Compatible with all floor constructions.

* Simple maintenance and monitoring.

* Low energy fan - 40W - as a light bulb.

* Approved system.

Would you chance any other
system than Floor Dry®?
House owner?

Contact us and let
us solve the indoor
problem with a system
you can
trust.

Consultant?

We have a complete program
that helps you specify
Floor Dry® on your
next design.

Contractor?

Our three step training
program helps you
get started with your
own Floor Dry®
projects.

Ask us for advice: +46(0)8-36 18 39
Phone +46(0)8-36 18 39 • Fax +46(0)8-795 66 60
E-mail: info@floordry.se • Web: www.floordry.se
Address: Frälsegränd 7 A • 163 43 Spånga • Sweden
FloorDry® is sold and marketed by Bygg AB Sören Holmberg
providing solutions within
Flood Damage • Mechanically ventilated Floors • Design
Concrete injection/impregnation • Damp surveying
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SÄKRINGS
SYSTEM
SP, Swedish National
Floor Dry® is installed by
Testing and Research
special floor contractors and
Institute, controls
follows a quality system.
our ventilated floors
Every project is tested and
according to the
documented in accordance with
approval from SITAC.
an approved quality system.

SITAC has approved the
Floor Dry® system.
Approval no: TG 0172/97

The approval is based
on Boverkets
författningssamling
BFS 1995:6 TYP 1.

The company is a
member of Stockholms
association of master
builders.
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